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Abstract
The Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan Area Flood Risk Management Project consists of a 30 mile long
diversion channel and a 4 mile long connecting channel. The project will reduce the flood risk from the
Red, Wild Rice, Sheyenne, Maple, Rush, and Lower Rush Rivers for the cities of Fargo and Moorhead, as
well as surrounding communities. The project will also create a 150,000 Ac-ft staging area upstream of
the inlet channel that is designed to store water for a period of time during different flood events. This
report will discuss the design of components of a series of flood control improvements (referred to as
the In Town Levees) that will be constructed to allow the containment of residual flood flows that would
be conveyed through the flood damage reduction area. The post project residual 1-percent chance
flood stage at USGS Gage 05054000, Red River of the North at Fargo (Fargo Gage) will be approximately
River Stage 35 (RS35’). This will be reduced significantly from the existing conditions 1-percent chance
flood stage of approximately RS42.1’, based on unsteady HEC-RAS modeling performed for the project
(Phase 7.0, March 28, 2013, with full emergency protection measures in place).
This report describes the 95% design associated with components of the 2nd Street/Downtown Fargo
Reach of the In Town Levees, also referred to as Work Package 42 (WP-42). Specifically WP-42A.1,
which includes the construction a new stormwater pump station, gatewell structure and outfall
structure for the existing 4th Street Levee and WP-42A.3, which includes the construction of an
approximately 350 foot long section of structural floodwall located north of 2nd St. S. near the Fargo High
Rise.

1. Introduction
1.1 Project Location
The cities of Fargo, located in southeast North Dakota, and Moorhead, located in northwest Minnesota,
straddle the North Dakota-Minnesota border, as shown in Figure 1. The metropolitan area is located
along the Red River and near the confluence of the Red and Sheyenne Rivers. The area encompasses
land approximately 12 miles west to five miles east of the Red River and from 20 miles north to 20 miles
south of Interstate 94. The total metropolitan area is approximately 90 square miles.
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Figure 1 – Fargo-Moorhead General Location

1.2 Background
The Red River Valley was once the bed of glacial Lake Agassiz and the resulting terrain is extremely flat
and prone to flooding. The National Weather Service (NWS) has designated 18 feet as the minor flood
stage at the Fargo USGS gage. This stage has been exceeded by the Red River in 50 of the past 112
years. It was exceeded at least once every year from 1993 to 2011, and again in 2013. Figure 2 shows
USGS hydrographs from five recent flood events [1]. The Fargo-Moorhead metropolitan area is
currently protected by several permanent levees as well as a series of emergency levees that are
constructed during flood events. Although the emergency flood protection has been effective for the
past flood events, the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has estimated that the annual
damages would be $194.8 million if emergency measures were to fail [2].
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Figure 2 – Fargo USGS Gage Flood Event Comparison [1]
*USGS Gage height can be converted to sea level by adding 861.8 feet (NGVD 1929) or 862.74 (NAVD 1988)

According to the 2010 census, the populations of Fargo and Moorhead were 105,549 and 38,065 people,
respectively. Fargo and Moorhead, along with the cities of West Fargo, Dilworth and several smaller
communities, make up the metropolitan area that serves home to roughly 200,000 people. There was a
20 percent increase in population in the metropolitan area over the last decade [3].

1.3 Project Features
Houston-Moore Group prepared a report entitled “Final Technical Memorandum AWD-00002 – Flows
Through Flood Damage Reduction Area” under contract with the FM Diversion Authority in July 2012 [4].
Since completion of this report, the FM Diversion Authority, in conjunction with the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), has selected the residual flood stage of RS35’ to be incorporated into the
project design. At RS35’, there are several flood control measures within the flood damage reduction
area that would need to be implemented or enhanced as detailed in the report. These have since
become referred to as the “In Town Levees” component of the overall project.
The most extensive reach of the In Town Levees would occur in the 2nd Street/Downtown Fargo area.
This is essentially the area between the existing railroad embankment near 5th Avenue North and the
north end of the existing 4th Street levee (near 2nd Street South). The initial design for the 2nd
Street/Downtown Fargo area component of the In Town Levees was presented in a report entitled
“Preliminary Design Report – Fargo-Moorhead Flood Risk Management Project – Red River Levees, Phase
1 – 2nd Street/Downtown Reach” dated July 10, 2013 [5]. The report was prepared by Houston-Moore
Group and was also referred to as the “35% Project Design Submittal.” WP-42A.3, which includes the
construction of an approximately 350 foot long section of structural floodwall located north of 2nd St. S.
Fargo-Moorhead Area Diversion Project
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near the Fargo High Rise was included as part of this report, however, the new stormwater pump
station, gatewell structure and outfall structure for the existing 4th Street Levee included as part of WP42A.1 were not included in this submittal.
Flood elevations in the Fargo-Moorhead area are commonly referenced to River Stage (RS) as reported
at USGS Gage Number 05054000, Red River of the North at Fargo, ND. The gage is located near the
Fargo Water Treatment Plant at the intersection of 4th St. South and 13th Avenue South. Since the RS
reference is for one location on the river, water surface profiles are needed to transfer this reference to
other locations along the Red River. The following tables reference flood stage to elevation for USGS
Gage 05054000 along with several locations in the 2nd Street/Downtown Fargo area. Figure 3 shows the
locations of the cross sections that are used to reference the locations. The water surface profiles used
to generate these tables were taken from the preliminary FIS hydraulic model for the Red River that was
developed as part of the ongoing Flood Insurance Study (FIS) efforts for the Red River in Cass County, ND
and Clay County, MN.
USGS Gage 05054000, Fargo, ND – River Stage vs Elevation
River Stage
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
1-percent chance
Prelim. FIS (39.3)
39.5

Elevation (NAVD 88)
897.75
898.75
899.75
900.75
901.75
902.01
902.25

XS 381 – River Stage vs Elevation
River Stage
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
1-percent chance
Prelim. FIS (39.3)
39.5
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Elevation (NAVD 88)
897.25
898.23
899.21
900.18
901.15
901.40
901.63
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XS 380 AI – River Stage vs Elevation
River Stage
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
1-percent chance
Prelim. FIS (39.3)
39.5

Elevation (NAVD 88)
897.08
898.06
899.04
900.00
900.97
901.22
901.46

XS 367 AH – River Stage vs Elevation
River Stage
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
1-percent chance
Prelim. FIS (39.3)
39.5

Elevation (NAVD 88)
896.83
897.80
898.76
899.71
900.65
900.90
901.12

XS 359 – River Stage vs Elevation
River Stage
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
1-percent chance
Prelim. FIS (39.3)
39.5
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898.95
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Figure 3 – 2nd Street/Downtown River Stage Cross Section Locations
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Flood risk and past placement of emergency protection measures within the 2nd Street/Downtown Fargo
area is well known and documented. Because of the location of the downtown businesses and related
infrastructure, emergency flood protection implementation along 2nd Street requires emergency action
at a river stage of approximately RS24’ if the river is forecasted to rise above RS31’. To protect this area,
2nd Street must be closed, traffic re-routed, traffic lights removed and emergency clay imported to
construct emergency levees. Due to geotechnical stability concerns, this emergency clay levee
placement must be closely timed with the rise of the river and removed as the river recedes. Major
spring flooding resulting in emergency levee construction along 2nd Street has occurred in 1969, 1975,
1978, 1979, 1989, 1997, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2013. Each event results in
substantial implementation, inspection, removal, and cleanup costs.
The City of Fargo, in conjunction with the Metro Flood Diversion Authority, is seeking to construct a
levee and floodwall system in Downtown Fargo extending from the existing 4th Street Levee near 2nd
Street S. to the BNSF railroad grade near 5th Avenue North as shown in Figure 1. The levee and floodwall
system is being constructed as part of the In-Town Levees component of the overall FM Diversion
Project (Project) and would meet USACE levee certification requirements for the 1-percent chance base
flood event on the Red River when the Project is completed. The with-Project 1-percent chance base
flood event equates to a flood stage of approximately 35 feet at the USGS Fargo streamgage. To meet
USACE risk and uncertainty requirements for the with-Project condition, the levee and floodwall system
must tie into natural high ground that is at or above the river profile having a stage of 39.5 feet at the
USGS Fargo streamgage.
The City of Fargo may also seek accreditation from FEMA for the proposed levee and floodwall system
until the Diversion is complete. This accreditation would be based on the preliminary FEMA FIS, which
has a 1-percent flood stage of 39.3 feet at the USGS Fargo streamgage. It is noted that certification
needed for FEMA accreditation would not come from USACE. Even for a 1-percent flood profile having a
stage of 39.3 feet at the USGS Fargo streamgage (which is no longer considered best available data by
the Corps and therefore would not be used for certification by USACE), USACE of Engineers would not
certify the proposed levee and floodwall system since the tie-in elevation does not meet Corp’s risk and
uncertainty criteria.
Because of the frequency of potential risk in this area and the anticipated timing of other components of
the FM Diversion Project, it was requested by the FM Diversion Authority that preliminary design of the
flood control features in the 2nd Street/Downtown area be completed to a higher level of protection in
order to provide interim protection until the overall FM Diversion project is fully operational. As a
result, the level of protection has been established to be consistent with other on-going interim flood
protection projects within the city of Fargo, which are tied to the preliminary FIS 1-percent annual
chance profile (RS39.3). Consequently, all proposed floodwalls are designed to have a top of protection
elevation at RS39.3’ +5.5’. Earthen levees are designed to have a top of protection elevation of RS39.3’
+4’. The added elevation of 5.5’ and 4.0’ on the floodwalls and earthen levees, respectively, was
included to provide appropriate freeboard similar to other on-going city of Fargo protection projects.
The proposed levees and floodwalls will tie into natural ground at approximately RS39.3’.
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The design of the 2nd Street/Downtown Area component of the In Town Levees is being coordinated
with the planned construction of a new City Hall for the City of Fargo. The new City Hall will be located
in the existing Fargo Civic Center parking lot area that is generally bound by 2nd St. N. on the east, 3rd St.
N. on the west, 1st Ave. N. on the south, and 3rd Ave. N. on the north. Due to the coordination required
with the construction of the new City Hall; the need for relocation of multiple utilities; and the number
of properties that will be required for construction, the 2nd Street/Downtown Area component of the InTown Levees has changed considerably from the “35% Project Design Submittal” and is broken down
into several work packages as described in this document and identified in Figure 4. The 2nd
Street/Downtown area component of the In Town Levees is included as part of Fargo-Moorhead
Diversion Authority Work Package 42 (WP-42) and specific features are described below.
1.3.1 WP-42A.1
WP-42A.1 includes a new stormwater pump station, gatewell structure and outfall structure for the
existing 4th Street Levee. The pump station will be located near the intersection of 2nd St. S. and 4th St. S.
and will be constructed just south of an existing stormwater pump station. Replacement of the 4th St. S.
pump station is required to allow the passage of RS35’ through the flood damage reduction area as well
as to maintain FEMA accreditation for the 4th Street Levee system. Construction of WP-42A.1 will begin
in late, 2014. WP-42A.1 will be bid and constructed under the same contract as WP-42A.3.
1.3.2 WP-42A.2
WP-42A.2 includes a new stormwater pump station, gatewell structure and outfall structure for the 2nd
St. N. floodwall, located near the intersection of 2nd St. N. and 3rd Ave. N. This new pump station will
replace the existing stormwater pump station in the same area. Construction of WP-42A.2 will begin in
late, 2014.
1.3.3 WP-42A.3
WP-42A.3 includes flood control features associated with the southern portion (south of Main Avenue)
of the 2nd Street/Downtown area of the In-Town Levees and includes the construction of an
approximately 350 foot long segment of concrete floodwall along the north side of 2nd St. S. near the
Fargo High Rise. It also includes the construction of a structural closure on 2nd St. S. near the entrance to
the Fargo High Rise, removal and replacement of sanitary sewer, water main, storm sewer, and paving,
along with modifications to the parking lot and access to the High Rise. The storm sewer modifications
include approximately 1,165 LF of storm sewer pipe, 820 LF of 8’x5’ RCBC, 18 storm sewer manholes,
and 4 cast in place concrete storm sewer structures. Construction of WP-42A.3 will begin in late, 2014.
WP-42A.3 will be bid and constructed under the same contract as WP-42A.1.
1.3.4 WP-42B
WP-42B includes demolitions and building modifications associated with the north section of the 2nd
Street/Downtown are of the In-Town Levees, including the Northland Hospitality (Howard Johnson) and
Fargo Public School District 1 structures. Construction of WP-42B will begin in late 2014 or early 2015.
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1.3.5 WP-42C.1
WP-42C.1 includes demolitions and building modifications associated with the north section of the 2nd
Street/Downtown area of the In-Town Levees, including the Feder Realty Co. (old Shakey’s Pizza)
structure. Construction of WP-42C.1 will begin in late 2014 or early 2015.
1.3.6 WP-42C.2
WP-42C.2 includes demolitions and building modifications associated with the south section of the 2nd
Street/Downtown are of the In-Town Levees, including the Park East Apartments structure.
Construction of WP-42C.2 will begin in late 2014 or early 2015.
1.3.7 WP-42D
WP-42D includes utility relocations associated with the northern portion (north of Main Avenue) of the
2nd Street/Downtown area of the In-Town Levees. Construction of WP-42D may begin in late 2014 and
will extend into 2015.
1.3.8 WP-42F.1
WP-42F.1 includes flood control features associated with the northern portion (north of Main Avenue)
of the 2nd Street/Downtown area of the In-Town Levees. Components of WP-42F.1 include an
approximately 410 foot long segment of concrete floodwall extending from NP Ave. to 1st Ave. N. (MidAmerica Steel/Case Plaza); an approximately 1560 foot long segment of concrete floodwall extending
from 1st Ave. N. to the BNSF Railway grade; a structural closure at 1st Ave. N.; relocation of 2nd St. N.
between 1st Ave. N. and the BNSF Railway grade; and parking lot modifications at the Northland
Hospitality (Howard Johnson) and Mid-America Steel/Case Plaza properties. Construction of WP-42F.1
will begin in early 2015 and may extend into 2016.
1.3.9 WP-42F.2
WP-42F.2 includes flood control features associated with the southern portion (south of Main Avenue)
of the 2nd Street/Downtown area of the In Town Levees. Components of WP-42F.2 include an
approximately 700 foot long segment of earthen levee through the Park East Apartment property and
the construction of a structural closure on 2nd St. S. near Main Avenue. Construction of WP-42F.1 will
begin in early 2015.
1.3.10 WP-42G
WP-42G includes recreation and landscaping feature associated with the 2nd Street/Downtown area of
the In Town Levees. Construction of WP-42G will begin in late 2015 or early 2016.
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Figure 4 – 2nd Street Downtown In Town Levees Work Packages
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2. Design Data
2.1 Surfaces and Survey Data
Aerial Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data and ground surveys performed by Merrick and Company
in May 2011 were used for the existing topographic data in the design and drawings. The horizontal
coordinate system and projection of the existing condition data is NAD83 (1986), Fargo Ground
Coordinate System (U.S. Survey Feet). The use of this horizontal datum was requested by the City of
Fargo and is different than the horizontal datum used for the overall FM Diversion Project (NAD83
(2007), North Dakota State Plane Coordinate System, South Zone (U.S. Survey Feet)). Data may be
converted to the overall Project coordinate system in the future. The vertical elevation Datum for the
existing condition data is NAVD88 (U.S. Survey Feet).
In addition, a comprehensive field topographic survey of the project area was also conducted by HMG
for use in conjunction with the LiDAR data. The survey was primarily completed between December,
2012 and May, 2013. This survey included elevations, utility location, landscaping, buildings, streets,
and other surface features that were visible.

2.2 Geotechnical Exploration, Testing, and Evaluation – WP-42A.1 – 4th St. S.
Pump Station
This section of the report discusses the geotechnical engineering and geology aspects of the pump
station, gatewell structure, and outfall design for WP-42A.1. Previous discussion on the geotechnical
analysis for the 2nd Street/Downtown component of the In Town Levees was discussed at length in the
“Preliminary Design Report – Fargo-Moorhead Flood Risk Management Project – Red River Levees, Phase
1 – 2nd Street/Downtown Reach” (July 10, 2013) that was completed for the entire reach including WP42A-G. The geotechnical exploration report dated March 28, 2013 and entitled Subsurface
Characterization Report, F-M Metro Flood Risk Management Project, 2nd Street North to the Amtrak
(BNSF Railroad) Line and 2nd Street South past Main Avenue to the 4th Street South Levee, Fargo, North
Dakota was developed by Braun Intertec Corporation and is included in Appendix D.1 of this report [6].
The geotechnical evaluation report dated June, 2014 and entitled Fargo In-Town Levee/Floodwall
Geotechnical Analysis Report, Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project was developed by
Barr Engineering and is included in Appendix D.2 of this report [7].
The 4th St. S. Pump station that is included in WP-42A.1 was not included in the project at that time.
Additional geotechnical evaluation specific to WP-42A.1 was completed in the spring, 2014 by Braun
Intertec Corporation and is included in Appendix D.3 and Appendix D.4 of this report. This geotechnical
evaluation was performed to determine the adequacy of the levee prism, evaluate seepage/stability
risks due to the presence of the new pump station, and determine settlement properties of modified
levees and fill for the new pump station pad.
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2.3 Geotechnical Exploration and Testing – WP-42A.3 – 2nd St. S. Floodwall
This section of the report discusses the geotechnical engineering and geology aspects of the structural
floodwall design for WP-42A.3. These topics were discussed at length in the “Preliminary Design Report
– Fargo-Moorhead Flood Risk Management Project – Red River Levees, Phase 1 – 2nd Street/Downtown
Reach” (July 10, 2013) that was completed for the entire reach including WP-42A-G. The portions of
these overall analysis most closely related to WP-42A.3 will be highlighted in the following sections.
2.3.1 Previous USACE Soils Exploration
In 2009, four soil borings with split-spoon and thin-wall Shelby tube sampling, as well as one cone
penetration test (CPT) sounding, were completed for the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) in the
vicinity of the project site. The results of the 2009 borings and soundings were used to supplement the
following analysis.
2.3.2 General Subsurface Characterization
Early in the preliminary design a geotechnical exploration and testing effort was undertaken to provide
subsurface characterization within the project area. The purpose of the effort was to obtain additional
subsurface geologic and hydrologic information, through field exploration, instrumentation, monitoring,
and laboratory testing. This effort was completed by Braun Intertec Corporation. The findings of this
effort were summarized in a March 28, 2013 report entitled Subsurface Characterization Report, F-M
Metro Flood Risk Management Project, 2nd Street North to the Amtrak (BNSF Railroad) Line and 2nd
Street South past Main Avenue to the 4th Street South Levee, Fargo, North Dakota. A complete copy of
this report is included in Appendix D1 [6].
In general, this effort involved document review, field reconnaissance, exploratory borings, vibrating
wire piezometer installation/monitoring, and sample review/laboratory testing.
As part of the exploratory borings, two borings (ST-1 and ST-2) were located on the west and east sides
of 2nd Street, respectively, near the intersection of 3rd Avenue North. Two additional borings (ST-4 and
ST-3) were similarly located near the intersection of 1st Avenue North. A fifth boring (ST-6) was located
south of 2nd Street South, across the street from the Park East apartments in the vicinity of the
proposed WP-42A.3 project area.
Borings ST-1 and ST-2 were extended to a depth of 96 feet. Borings ST-3, ST-4 and ST-6 were extended
to a depth of 101 feet. Standard penetration resistance testing was performed at 2 1/2-foot intervals to
the 50-foot sample depth, and at 5-foot intervals below that depth.
Vibrating wire piezometers were installed in companion boreholes to Borings ST-3 (at depths of 30 and
85 feet), Boring ST-4 (at 30 and 80 feet), and Boring ST-6 (at 30 and 70 feet). Each piezometer was
connected to an electronic logging device that gathered data at 1/2-hour intervals. Data from the
loggers were downloaded four times between January 16 and March 8, 2013. The piezometers were
subsequently removed and the bore holes plugged. Therefore, additional piezometer readings are not
available.
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The standard penetration resistance, thin-walled tube, and bulk samples gathered from the borings
were visually classified and logged. Laboratory tests included moisture content, Atterberg limits, unit
density measurements, particle size gradations (including sieve and hydrometer), unconfined
compression, consolidated-undrained (CU) triaxial shear with pore water pressure measurements,
hydraulic conductivity, and one-dimensional consolidation tests with time-rate of consolidation
measurements. The test results are included in the full report in Appendix D1.
2.3.3 Additional Laboratory Testing
Additional torsional ring shear tests in accordance with ASTM D6467 were performed by Soil
Engineering Testing (Richfield, MN) to determine the fully-softened and residual drained shear strengths
of Sherack and Brenna Formation samples. The results of these analyses are included in the June 2013
report completed by Barr Engineering Company entitled Fargo In-Town Levee/Floodwall Geotechnical
Analysis Report, Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project. A complete copy of this report
is included in Appendix D2 [7].

2.4 Geotechnical Analysis – WP-42A.3 – 2nd St. S. Floodwall
Using the geotechnical exploration and testing results described above, a Preliminary Geotechnical
Analysis was completed by Barr Engineering. The purpose of this analysis was to evaluate the seepage
characteristics and slope stability within the project area such that the adequacy of the proposed
levee/floodwall set-back distances could be established. The analysis also evaluated the potential for
settlement of the proposed levees. The full results of these analyses were included in the June 2013
report completed by Barr Engineering Company entitled Fargo In-Town Levee/Floodwall Geotechnical
Analysis Report, Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project. A complete copy of this report
is included in Appendix D2.
2.4.1 Evaluation Methods
The seepage conditions and slope stability of the levee embankment, foundation, and riverbanks were
analyzed with software created by GEO-SLOPE International Ltd. Six cross-sections extending from the
North Dakota side of the Red River of the North to the Minnesota side were analyzed throughout the
overall downtown project area. These cross-sections were selected because they were deemed
representative based on their respective locations along the riverbank and were investigated during the
field exploration. Soil stratigraphy was based upon the boring logs and laboratory testing results from
the geotechnical investigation performed by Braun Intertec, as well as existing soil data from the 2009
investigation performed by the USACE.
A map showing the locations of these sections is included in Appendix D2, however the Section at
20276+77 is located in the vicinity of the proposed WP-42A.3 project area.
2.4.2 Seepage Analysis
The seepage exit gradient results were computed using three of the cross-sections. USACE, EM 1110-21901, “Seepage Analysis and Control for Dams.” states that a hydraulic gradient less than 0.5 is
acceptable. The computed exit gradients were found to be 0.09-0.39 which is less than the USACE
requirement at each of the levee and floodwall cross-sections analyzed. Additionally, excessive uplift
Fargo-Moorhead Area Diversion Project
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pressures are not anticipated due to the generally non-stratified and impervious nature of the levee and
floodwall foundation soils.
2.4.3 Slope Stability Analysis
The main objective of the slope stability analysis was to evaluate the stability of the riverbanks under
static conditions to ensure the proposed levee/floodwall set-back distances are adequate. To evaluate
the slope stability of the proposed levee embankments, the methodology contained in Section 6.5 of
USACE EM 1110-2-1913, “Design of Levees” was used. This manual outlines the following analyses:
•

Case I: End of Construction

•

Case II: Sudden Drawdown

•

Case III: Steady-State Seepage from Full Flood Stage

•

Case IV: Earthquake

Case IV (Earthquake) was not examined as part of the analysis due to the very low rate of seismic activity
in this area.
USACE EM 1110-2-1913, requires that during long-term, steady-state seepage under normal river
conditions, a minimum factor of safety of 1.4 is typically recommended. A minimum factor of safety of
1.4 is recommended during long-term, steady-state seepage under flood river conditions. For end-of construction conditions, a factor of safety of 1.3 is recommended. The recommended factor of safety for
sudden drawdown analyses ranges from 1.0 to 1.2.
The proposed project levee embankments were found to meet or exceed minimum factor of safety
requirements at the analysis locations. Details of the evaluation results are included in Appendix D2.
Because these cases are only applicable for the analysis of embankment soils and embankment
foundation soils, the USACE methodology contained in EM 1110-2-1913 was not used to evaluate the
floodwall and floodwall foundation soil stability. Instead, the critical, or controlling, factor of safety for
the proposed floodwall cross-sections was evaluated through a set-back analysis methodology, which
investigated the potential global slip surfaces. Details of this evaluation are included in Appendix D2.
This evaluation showed that all floodwall in the in the vicinity of the proposed WP-42A.3 project area
(based on the evaluation of Section 20276+77 was to have a minimum of 374-ft setback distance. As
proposed, all features of WP-42A.3 are located outside this minimum setback distance.
2.4.4 Settlement Analysis
Settlement analyses were performed for the proposed levees and floodwalls. The analyses were
conducted using SIGMA/W, part of the GeoStudio 2012 package, to estimate the amount of anticipated
settlement of the levee crest and the floodwall. Construction of the proposed levee embankment is
expected to result in approximately 2.1 to 3.3 inches of consolidation settlement at the levee crest for
the cross-sections analyzed. Construction of the proposed floodwall is expected to result in
consolidation settlements ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 inches.
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Details of the evaluation results are included in Appendix D2.

2.5 Hydrology and Hydraulics
The Hydrologic and Hydraulic analyses completed for WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 included two
components. These include riverine hydraulics related to flood protection levels and the hydraulic
impacts of the project on water levels in the Red River of the North and analyses related to Interior
Flood Control Design. The following sections summarize the analyses for these two components:
2.5.1 Hydraulics – Red River of the North
A hydraulic analyses for WPs-42A-G was completed as part of the 35% Design Submittal and presented
in the “Preliminary Design Report – Fargo-Moorhead Flood Risk Management Project – Red River Levees,
Phase 1 – 2nd Street/Downtown Reach” (July 10, 2013). The hydraulic analyses was updated for this
95% submittal based on the current design for WP-42A.3 (95% design) and the most recent alignments
for WP-42F.1 and WP-42F.2 and is presented in Appendix C.1.
2.5.2 Hydraulics – Interior Flood Control Design
The preliminary interior flood control design for WP-42A.3 as well as WP-42A.1 follow the criteria
contained in the USACE, EM1110-2-1413, “Engineering and Design – Hydrologic Analysis of Interior
Areas” [10]. For WP-42, interior areas are defined as areas protected from riverine flooding by levees
and floodwalls. Interior flood water (or storm water runoff) would be passed through the line of
protection via gravity outlets when the Red River is low. However, when the Red River is high, the
interior flood waters would need to be lifted/pumped over the line of protection.
Specific reference is also made to the methods used by the USACE for the design of the interior flood
control system in Grand Forks, ND/East Grand Forks, MN and also for the Ridgewood/VA project in
Fargo when completing this preliminary design.
Additional detail on the interior flood control design for WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 are presented in
Appendix C.2.
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3. Flood Control Features
The primary flood control features included in WP-42A.1 will be the stormwater pump station, gatewell
structure, backup power generator, and outfall structure. The primary flood control features in WP42A.3 will be the 350 foot long section of concrete floodwall to be constructed along the north side of
2nd Street South along with the construction of a floodwall and removable closure across 2nd St. S. that
ties into the existing 4th Street Levee. WP-42A.3 also includes removal and replacement of sanitary
sewer, water main, storm sewer, and paving. The storm sewer modifications include approximately
1,165 LF of storm sewer pipe, 820 LF of 8’x5’ RCBC, 18 storm sewer manholes, and 4 cast in place
concrete storm sewer structures. Additional details on WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 are included in the
sections below.

3.1 Pump Station, Gatewell, and Outfall Structure – WP-42A.1
The proposed pump station will replace the existing two pump houses and associated piping for the 4th
Street Levee. The proposed pump station will be located to the south of the existing pump houses. The
new pump station design requires replacement of gravity and pressure discharge lines, grading of a pad
for the pump station and modifications to approximately 280 feet of levee. A gatewell will be built on
the water side of the levee. The gatewell will consist of an upper and lower chamber. The upper
chamber will receive pumped discharge via four 36” diameter steel discharge pipes from the pump
station. Water discharging into the upper chamber will cascade down into the adjacent lower chamber.
The lower chamber will provide a connection to the gravity outlet, which will consist of an 8’x5’
Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert.
Soil parameters were based on information obtained from laboratory testing and geotechnical analysis
completed by Braun Intertec, Inc. as part of the geotechnical analysis for WP-42A.1. A copy of this
report and additional details are included in Appendix D.3 and Appendix D.4.
Additional details of the preliminary design methods are included in Appendix F.

3.2 Floodwalls – WP-42A.3
All concrete floodwalls were designed to have a top of wall height set at RS 39.3+5.5’ as described in
Section 1.3 of this DDR. This results in a constructed top of wall elevation of 906.9. The resultant
exposed stem height would vary from 3.5 to 9.3 feet, with an average height through the reach of
generally 5 to 8 feet.
The preliminary structural design of the floodwall sections were completed using the USACE design
criteria set for in USACE EM 1110-2-2104 - Strength Design for Reinforced Concrete Hydraulic Structures
and EM 1110-2-2502 - Retaining and Flood Walls. In addition, the performance requirements
based on EC 1110-2-6066 were also incorporated in accordance Appendix F of the F-M Metro Project
Design Guidelines.
Soil parameters were based on information obtained from laboratory testing and geotechnical analysis
completed by Braun Intertec, Inc. as part of the geotechnical analysis for WP-42A.1. A copy of this
report and additional details are included in Appendix D.3 and Appendix D.4.
Fargo-Moorhead Area Diversion Project
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Additional details of the preliminary design methods are included in Appendix F.1.
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4. Civil-Site
4.1 Plans, Specifications, and Bid Schedule
Each phase of the 2nd Street/Downtown component of In Town Levees (WP-42) will have separate plans
and specifications. Due to their close proximity, WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 have been combined into one
submittal package. The levee plans will adhere to the city of Fargo and USACE specifications, as
appropriate. Construction specifications will follow city of Fargo specifications, wherever possible and
will utilize USACE specifications in cases where applicable city of Fargo specifications are not available.
Each phase will have its own bid schedule sheet that will be used in the competitive bidding process to
award a construction contract.
A Bid Schedule for WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 is included in the Attachments provided as part of this
submittal.

4.2 Work Limits/Real Estate
Right-of-way for WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 is currently being acquired by the Cass County Water
Resource District. Right-of-Way in the form of temporary construction easements and/or fee title
purchase will be required from the following entities.
•
•
•
•
•

City of Fargo
City of Fargo (Fargo Housing Authorities)
Park East Apartments (LLC)
Fargo Park District
Professional Associates

4.3 Demolition
Demolition details for WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 have been included on the Final plans. (Attachment 3)

4.4 Utility Information
Due to the urban location and overall magnitude of the 2nd Street/Downtown component of In Town
Levees (WP-42), significant public and private utility impacts are anticipated. As a result, an inventory of
existing utility infrastructure was completed prior to the 35% design submittal. This inventory included
the review of existing documentation and field survey of public infrastructure (i.e. storm, sanitary, and
water) location. In addition, early consultation and coordination was undertaken with owners of private
utilities. A summary of these efforts is presented in the following sections.
4.4.1 Public Utilities
Early coordination with the city of Fargo was completed in order to obtain the most recent information
regarding the location of existing public utilities from the City of Fargo GIS database. This database
information provides the general location of the existing utilities, however, is of limited accuracy. As a
result, a field survey was also completed within the project areas to validate the actual locations of
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these lines. The field surveyed locations are included on the Final Project Plans included in Attachment
2.
4.4.2 Private Utilities
An early coordination effort was undertaken with the private utility owners having services in the area
of the proposed project. A detailed summary of the findings of this effort are included in Appendix E.4.
The following provides a shortened summary of the coordination findings.
In February 2013, representatives from HMB met with private utility representatives to discuss utility
locations within the 2nd Street/Downtown area included as part of WP-42. During this meeting, an
overview of the project was presented and existing utility maps were reviewed by each company
representative. Preliminary utility conflicts were identified and preliminary relocation requirements and
issues were discussed. The utility owners in attendance included: 702 Communications, AT&T, Cable
One, Dakota Carrier Network, Enventis (Ideaone), Midcontinent Communications, Viking Gas
Transmission, Xcel Energy. Century Link was not in attendance for the initial meeting, but separate
coordination was completed following the meeting.
Following the private utility coordination meeting, HMG obtained existing utility maps from each of the
companies that identified utilities in or adjacent to the project corridor. The information from the
various utility companies was then combined on a series of Utility Inventory Maps to assist in
determining preliminary relocation requirements and issues.
Specific private utilities that will be impacted by WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 include Xcel Energy, Cable
One, Enventis, 702 Communications.

5. Landscape and Recreational
Aesthetic features for Pump Station, Gatewell, and Generator for WP-42A.1 and the Floodwall for WP42A.3 have been developed and incorporated into the Final plans (Attachment 3). A conceptual
recreation plan is being created for the overall 2nd Street/Downtown component of the In Town Levees
by the Houston-Moore Group and will be included in the WP-42G submittal in the future. Landscape
feature design follows the criteria contained in the USACE, EM 110-2-301, “Guidelines for Landscape
Planting and Vegetation Management at Floodwalls, Levees, and Embankment Dams”.

6. Environmental
The 2nd Street/Downtown component of In Town Levees was included as part of the Supplemental
Environmental Assessment – Design Modifications to the Fargo Moorhead Metropolitan Area Flood Risk
Management Project completed by the USACE – St. Paul District in September, 2013. Known permits
and/or agreements that will be required for WP-42A.1 and WP-42A.3 are included in the following table.
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Permitting Authority
USACE
USACE
USACE
ND Department of Health
ND Department of Health

ND State Water
Commission

ND State Water
Commission

ND State Water
Commission / Office of the
State Engineer

City of Fargo
City of Fargo

Permit Name
Record of Decision –
Federal EIS
FONSI – Supplemental EA
Clean Water Act – Section
404
Clean Water Act – Section
401
Clean Water Act – Section
402 – National Pollution
Discharge Elimination
System
Floodwall – Application to
Construct or Modify a
Dam, Dike, Ring Dike, or
other Water Resource
Facility
Pump Station, Gatewell,
Stormwater Outfall –
Application to Construct or
Modify a Dam, Dike, Ring
Dike, or other Water
Resource Facility
Storm Water Outfall –
Application for
Authorization to Construct
a Project within Islands and
Beds of Navigable Streams
and Waters
Floodplain Development
Permit
Building

Fargo-Moorhead Area Diversion Project

Permittee
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner/Contractor

Owner

Owner

Owner

Owner
Owner
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